Bumps occurred in the following classes:

LAW 6264-10 Securities Law Seminar - Fairfax
LAW 6295-10 Sports and the Law - Carter
LAW 6296-20 Business Planning - Eule
LAW 6364-10 White Collar Crime - Eliason
LAW 6379-20 Criminal Law/Procedure Seminar - Canan
LAW 6496-11 IP Law Seminar - Nunziato
LAW 6521-20 International Money Laundering - Smith/Lasich
LAW 6646-11 Mediation - Terry
LAW 6650-20 Client Int and Counseling - Schamel/Privor

Students who were bumped and wish to register for an alternate class can do so via GWEB on October 27th through 29th or through the Records Office. If your desired replacement class is on the Closed Class list it will not be available via GWEB. If you are interested in a class on the Closed Class list please e-mail the Records Office at rec@law.gwu.edu to inquire about availability.

The following students were bumped from
LAW 6264-10 Securities Law Seminar - Fairfax:

Basheikh, Rayan Sami
DeVore, Jacquelyn
Friedman, Aaron
The following students were bumped from LAW 6295-10 Sports and the Law - Carter:

Albers-Fiedler, Kirsten
Blank, Jeffrey
Derby, Karen
Ferretti, Kristen
Hardy, Xavier
Hariche, Baya
Khani, Kavon
Lappin, David
Messbauer, Ingrid
Morowitz, Rachel
Shankar, Tara
Soussou, George
Taras, Elizabeth
Warren, Andrew

The following students were bumped from LAW 6296-20 Business Planning - Eule:

Beith, Erik
Buday, Jeremy
Chiang, Jennifer
Ensbury, Martin
Ferraz, Isabela
Fetsch, Natalie
Glover, Evan
Graham, Donald
Levinson, Joshua
Miller, Addison
Najieb-Locke, Halimah
O'Connor, Robert
Tharp, Joseph
The following students were bumped from LAW 6364-10 White Collar Crime - Eliason:

Ahmadnia, Sameen
Antario, Kristin
Bair, Christopher
Barbee, Alexandra
Behr, Kelly
Bellwoar, Andrew
Bivona, Michael
Boone, Ross
Brown, Keturah
Chang, Susie
DeCato, Joseph
Dhindsa, Neha
Dorji, Chimi
Esposito, Andrew
Fincher, Heather
Garrido Charme, Hector
Gladman, Ella
Halldorson, Matthew
Harvey, Jordan
Ho, Vanessa
Hokenson, Alexander
Jones, Michael
Juarez, Jose
Junger, Jennifer
Kamal, Sara
Kang, Hyunjin
Kimiagar, Alisina
King, Tyler
Kiziltay Carter, Melis
Lewis, Samantha
Lu, Tianfang

6364-10 bumps (cont’d)
Meyer, Dominique
Pennisi, Margaret
Pinkhasova, Aleksandra
Rao, Neha
Seidenberg, Alex
Shloush, Abigail
Shukr, Furqan
Stewart, Veniqua
Strang, Lindsey
Tamba, Jengeih
Thompson, Racquel
Walker, Jonathan
Wang, Yiran
Yang, Linghan
Zukowsky, Richard

The following students were bumped from LAW 6379-20 Criminal Law/Procedure Seminar - Canan:

Bethala, Shalini
Brink, Alex
Ewald, Thaddeus
Frost, Jeremiah
Hand, Michael
Harries, Jack
Hayrapetian, Marie
Horn, Jonathan
Martinez, Nicole
The following students were bumped from LAW 6496-11 IP Law Seminar - Nunziato:

Bittencourt Vieira, Augusto
Downey, John
Garber, Roger
Gershoni, Michael
Jiang, Xiaoyan
Krato, Mynda
Reiber, Max Peter
Trujillo Mendez, Diana
Wichitkraisorn, Rangsarid
Zheng, Ji

The following students were bumped from LAW 6521-20 International Money Laundering - Smith/Lasich:

Alabdali, Dalal
Borkar, Amodi Ravindra
Chen, Yinhong
Christian, Benjamin
Dhanvanthari, Anita
Harutyunyan, Satenik
Howard, Tiffany
Lee, Ko Eun
Mendoza Colmenares, Nikol
Moncus, Callie
Namerow, Blake
Osei Marfo, Lydia
Pennington, Kevin
Poirier, Meghan
Seyhun, Melisa
Slaten, Courtney
Stewart, Patrick
Walsh, Patty
Zahid, Reem Wajdi
The following students were bumped from LAW 6646-11 Mediation - Terry:

Baddley, Jonathan
Chen, Shu
Holmes, Brian
McCammon, Shane
Naylor, Lauren
Saper, Alexandria
Shaw, Thomas
Towarnicky, David

The following students were bumped from LAW 6650-20 Client Int and Counseling - Schamel/Privor:

Almuhanna, Nuha
Alsoghayyer, Mead Abdulla
Bailey, Andrew
Bonarens, Rebecca
Chan, Sterling
Kirkpatrick, Chelsea
Lowe, Viviana
Niemeyer, Trevis
Qin, Shirley
Rothenberg, Erica
Tanifum, Trevor
Taraza Colon, Rafael